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Local Investigating Committee

MR. M. HARRINGTON~ Union Member
Stockton Division
Local Investigating Committee

.The .above-subj ect grievance has been discussed by the Pre-Review
.Committee prior to its docketing on the agenda of the Review Committee and
is being returned, pursuant to Step Five A{v) of the grievance procedure to
the Local Investigating Committee 'for settlement in accordance with the
following:,

On November 29, 1984, Stockton Electric T&D employees were informed
of the following n~ work rule pertaining to meal 'entitlements:

'''Ifyou are entitled to a meal at dismissal, and your
arrival in the yard is less than five hours since
your' previous ..meal~ you are to return to the yard
for dismissal.. Following dismissal. you may elect
to consume a meal and. be. reimbursed 'for it plus one-
half 'hour to eat it~ or receive a fla~ meal payment
plus one-half 'hour pay. .This rule is based on the
Company's obligation 'to control labor costs and to
'assure that each member of a·crew may f.reely elect.
·to·either have a meal or receive a flat-rate meal
payment without 'beinghassledby his. cO"1orkers."

Prior 'to the addition of Subsection. r04.1'O{b) to ·the Physical
Agreement. providing:for a flat-rate in.••lieumeal payment. the Stockton
Electric' 1'&D'emp'loy.~eswere allowed 'to stop on the way back. into the yard
to eat a meal· to which they were entitled.

In discus~ion of this case, the Committee reviewed language contained
in the Title 104 Labor Agreement Interpretation - "Comparable Substitute for
Usual and Average .Meals. The interpretation reads, in part:

. ,

"The following guidelines, but not necessarily in
the order listed, should. be kept in mind by both
employees and supervisors in determining whether
~r not a meal purcpased as a comparable substitute
is or is not reasonable ••• The availability of



restaurants which can provide a comparable substi-
tute within a reasonable distance of the job site
or between the job site and the headquarter·s. "
(emphasis, added) ,

The Committee also recognized that it can be t~ the Company's
advantage to allow a crew' to stop on their way back to'the headquarters and
eat. If an emergency occurs, the crew is still assembled and available to
work.

The Committee agreed that employees who are entitled to a meal at the
completion of work are encouraged to return to the yard for dismissal prior
to going to eat. This practice will alleviate potential disputes among crew
members over whether to consume a meal or elect to receive the meal allowance
provided for in Subsection l04.10(b).

However, "the Committee did agree that employees entitled to a meal at
the completion of work may stop and consume the meal at a location 'between
the job site and the headquarters; provided that the crew follows' a reasonable
route "back to the yard; and that the restaurant is not located in the immediae-e'
vicinity of the yard. In those cases where there is no appropriate restaurant
on a reasonable route back to the yard or where the restaurant at Which the
meal is to be consumed is in the immediate vicinity of the yard, employees must
return to the yard for dismissal prior to eating the meal, unless otherwise
instructed by supervision, on a case-by-case basis.

The Committee recognizes that "immediate vicinity" may mean different
distances at different he~dquarters. It is the intent of the Pre-Review
Committee that current practices in areas where employees.are required to
return to the yard, or need not return to the yard, before eating a meal at a
particular restaurant, be maintained.'

For example, in Stockton, employees consume' some overtime meals at
West Lane Bowl, which 'is 10cate'dimmediate1y adjacent to the yard. San Rafael
Joe's is located one block from the San Rafael yard. If employees elect to
eat at either of these restaurants, they must return to the yard prior to eating.
On the other hand, PainesRestaurant in Hollister is located three blocks from
the yard and employees are"~~~ required 'to return to the yard before eating.

Based on ,theabove~ this case is:considered closed 'and should be so
noted by the LQcal Investigating Committee.
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